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To go on would be to labor the point unduly. It remains a tenable proposition that Aristophon's political activity in the 390s, 380s, and 370s was less intense than we know it to have been both earlier and, especially, later. But it is equally reasonable to continue to envisage some degree of continuity-which may one day be better attested-between the two well-documented phases of his career. Tz T ' ;6vzct T ' Too6CpEVact p6 T' I6vta.
2. As only Lycophron (Alex. 126-27) and, as we can now see, Callimachus had done before Vergil. I suspect Lycophron brought the variant with him when he moved from Chalcis to Alexandria; Vergil's claim that Proteus is visiting his fatherland in Chalcidic Pallene (contradicting Lycophron's claim that the fatherland is Egypt) may provide a vestige of some scholarly dueling between the two Alexandrians, with Vergil naturally supporting Callimachus.
